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ABSTRACT 

Colliding Au, CD and Ti-Cr plasmas have been generated by illuminating two opposing foils each with a - IOOJ, 0.5 nsec, 2w Nd-glass laser beam from the Trident laser facility at Los Alamos. The plasmas are 
being used to study plasma interactions which spzn the parameter regime from interpenetrating to 
collisional stagnation. X-ray emission during the laser target interaction and the subsequent collision is 
used to diagnose the initial plasma conditions and the colliding plasma properties. X-ray instrumentation 
consists of a 100 ps gated x-ray pinhole imager, a time-integrated bremsstrahlung x-ray spectrograph and 
a gated x-ray spectrograph used to record isoelectronic spectra from the Ti-Cr plasmas. The imager has 
obtained multi-frame images of the collision and therefore, a measure of the stagnation length which is a 
function of the ion charge state and density and a strong function of the electron temperature. Other 
instrumentation includes a Thomson scattering spectrometer with probe beam, neutron detectors used to 
monitor the CD coated foil collisions and an ion spectrometer. We will describe the current status of the 
experiments and current results with emphasis on the x-ray emission diagnostics. We will also briefly 
describe the modeling using Lasnex and ISIS, a particle-in-cell code with massless fluid electrons and 
inter particle (classical) collisions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are many examples of plasma studies where the plasma Coulomb mean free path is either 
large compared to the plasma dimensions of interest or much shorter than the plasma scale. In the former 
case, collisionless processes are important in generating spatial inhomogeneities such as collisionless 
shocks' of which the earth's bow wave is a well known esample. In the later case gas dynamic processes 
such as classical shock waves are important'. A less studied regime is the transition or semi-collisional 
regime where the Coulomb mean free path is comparable to the plasma dimension of interest. There have 
been theoretical3 and e~per i rnenta l~~ studies of low to middle-Z. planar collisions of laser generated 
plasmas relevant to x-ray laser experiments. Colliding Au plasmas in a cylindrical geometry as well as a 
planar geometry were indirectly investigated at low temperatures (30 to 45 ev) as part of a study of laser 
and radiation transport along cylindrical capillaries'. More recently, asial images of gold laser fusion 
target hohlraums indicate plasma processes lending to collision and stagnation OK plasmas on the 
hohlraum axiss. 

Calculational tools have also become more sophisticated at handling semi-collisional plasmas. 
Standard Lagrangian hydro codes are incapable of modeling semi-collisional plasmas. The cells in 
Lagrangian meshes cannot interpenetrate leading to stagnation of the modeled collision which results in 
overestimates of density and temperature in the interaction region and rebounding shock waves. Modified 
Lagrangian techniques use two meshes which may overlap. The interaction of the two meshes is 



controlled by terms which use parameters from the overlaying cells to calculate the coupling3. Other 
modified multi-fluid Lagrangian techniques have a third overlaying mesh describing the neutralizing 
electrons for example in an Eulerian mesh which regulates the interaction of the two colliding ion 
meshesg. More recently, particle-in-cell (PIC) techniques have been applied. In particular, the code ISIS’’ 
has been compared with other codes’’ in modeling the esperiments described here. ISIS is an 
electromagnetic particle code which treats ions of each species separately in a kinetic fashion and the 
electrons as a massless fluid; esplicit ion-ion as well as electron-ion collision effects are included. The 
interaction is modeled via a “collisonal field” that locally conserves both momentum and energy. 

In this paper, we will describe colliding plasma esperiments similar to those of Ref. 4. The 
esperiments described here concentrated on high-Z and plastic coated high-Z target colliding plasmas 
because of initial interest with respect to ICF esperiments using Au and CH coated Au hohlraums. We 
have also done preliminary spectroscopy esperiments using Ti-Cr alloy targets. The range of 2-values and 
resulting plasma temperatures results in collisions which span the regimes from highly collisional in the 
high-Z case to interpenetrating in the case of the plastic plasmas. The esperiments have generated data for 
comparison with codes such as ISIS. 

ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Simple arguments have been put forth which indicate which plasma parameters are most 
influential in controlling the degree of collisionality3*”. The plasma formed by irradiating a foil with a 
fast-pulse laser will espand somewhat isothermally. The fast particles in the ion velocity distribution will 
espand with velocities vi several times the plasma sound speed given by 

V ,  = MC, 

where the M is the Mach number with a likely value of 1 I hf I 3 and the sound speed, C,, is given by 

In Equation 2,Z is the ion charge, T, is the electron temperature, mi is the ion mass and y is the ratio of 
specific heats of order 1. During espansion the effective ion temperature drops as the thermal energy is 
converted to kinetic energy. The electrons are carried along and the electron temperature decreases only 
slightly. The kinetic energy of the espanding fast ions given by 

1 1 E, = -m,v,’ = -M2yZkT, 
2 2 

(3 )  

can be k 100 keV for typical laser-target interaction conditions. Allowing two similar espanding laser 
plasmas to collide, using Eq. 1, the collisional mean free path h can be approsimated by” 

i i:  In A 

where 1nA is 5 to 10 for typical values of the plasma parameter A. Eq. 4 indicates that the collision 
strength is highly dependent on T, and 2 and only weakly dependent on the ion density n,. For Au targets 
irradiated with - 10” Wkm’ of laser light, T, = 2 keV and Z = 50 are typical. Taking AI = 3, y = 5/3, ni 
= 10” and I n / \  = 7, the high energy ion velocity given by Eq. 1 is 8.6 x 10‘ cndsec. From Eq. 3, the 
high-energy ions would then have energies of 750 keV. and the collision mean free path from Eq. 3 is 
only 10 pm. However. because of the strong 2 dependence in Eq. 4, for a l ow2  element such as carbon 



where Z = 6 and taking In A = 10. A = -!SO pm. Correspondingly for carbon, v, = 1.2 x 10' and E, = 90 
keV. 

Eq. 4 indicates that by adjusting the values of Te and Z via either the target material or the laser 
power, the degree of stagnation of the plasma collisions can be controlled from a regime of abrupt 
stagnation to one of semi-collisional stagnation where the ion streams interpenetrate. The high kinetic 
energies in the ion streams indicated by Eq 3 are converted to thermal energy during the collisions 
resulting in x-ray emission which provides a useful means to diagnose the collision properties. X-ray 
emission from the initial laser-target interaction can be used to diagnose the plasma conditions before 
collision. 

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
.. 

Two types of laser targets geometries were used; the more complicated of which, called a "tuna 

250pm to350pm 
Observation Hole 

Figure 1. Schematic of laser targcts sho\\ing illumination schcmc and colliding plasma region. 

can" is schematically represented in Fig. 1. The targets were formed from 25 p m  thick Au. Plastic targets 
were formed by coating the inner surfaces with 14 p m  of CD. Calculations indicated that for times of 
interest. layers of CD thicker than 2 pm did not burn through and were cKcctivcly infinitely thick. Several 
esperiments were tried where the Au surfaces were coated with an 850 A. 50%-50% alloy of Ti and Cr to 
obtain isoelectronic spectra for determination of temperature. 



Two laser entrance holes allowed illumination of the opposing plates which were 400 p m  apart 
at an angle of 35 degrees from the surface normal. The laser beams were focused to 120 p m  diameter 
spots. Because of the angle, the illuminated region was an ellipse 120 pm in the vertical by 150 pm in the 
horizontal. The beams typically had 100 J of 2 0  Nd-glass, 527 nm laser light each. The majority of data 
were taken with a 500 ps F W H M  trapezoidal laser pulse with an 80 ps rise and 100 ps fall time. 

The outer ring of the cylinder in Fig. 1 contained observation holes spaced every 45 degrees from 
the vertical. The holes acted as collimators so that the diagnostics only observed the collision region. The 
holes vinnetted emission from the laser target interaction region. Hole diameters were varied from 250 
p m  to 350 p m  depending on the diagnostic requirements. When it was desirable to measure the emission 
from the target surface, a simpler “dual disk” target without the collimator ring was used. The spacing of 
the hvo disks was maintained by a 400 pm square target stalk to which the disks were glued. 

X-ray instrumentation consisted of a 100 ps gated x-ray pinhole imager (GXI)13, a 
time-integrated bremsstrahlung x-ray spectrograph and a gated imaging spectrometer (GIS) x-ray 
spectrograph used to record isoelectronic spectra from the Ti-Cr plasmas. In addition, the diagnostics 
included an ion spe~trometer’~ and neutron detectors to measure D-D neutrons. 

The G M  consisted of an array of 16, 10 p m  pinholes in four rows of four each which produced 
16 images; four images on each of four Au-strip cathodes. The magnification was 4 so that the images had 
about 40 p m  resolution at the target. The Au strips are sequentially gated 151th variable delay. The gate 
pulses propagate down the Au strips gating each of the 4 images on a strip sequentially with 60 ps 
separation and about 100 ps gate width. The CD plasma images were filtered with a total of 13 p m  of Be 
which cuts off below 1 keV x-rays. The images of the other plasmas were filtered with 140 p m  of Be 
which produced a 2 keV cutoff. 

The gated imaging spectrometer (GIS) was used to record the spectra of the He- and H-like 
spectra of the Ti and Cr coated targets. The GIS was a modification of the GXI where the frontend 
pinhole array was replaced with slits and a flat crystal. The four slits were aligned in the direction of the 
Au cathode strips. A PET crystal dispersed the x-rays along the Au strips to produce four spectra along 
each of the Au strips with spatial resolution across the width of each of the strips. Spectral coverage 
extended from 4.6 keV to 6.4 keV. The theoretical resolving power (UAE) was 6900. The U A E  of line 
widths measured here was always I 1100. 

A second, De Broglie-geometry time-integrated spectrometer was used to record the 
bremsstrahlung portion of the x-ray spectrum from a 500 p m  field of view. The spectrometer had hvo 
channels. A PET channel covered 4.4 keV to 15 keV and a LiF channel covered 10.4 keV to 39 keV. The 
two time integrated spectra were recorded on an Au cathode micro channel plated detector coupled to a 
CCD camera. The spectrometer was absolutely calibrated at the BNLS synchrotron. 

The ion detector was mounted along one of the 45 degree tangential lines of sight so that it 
received scattered ions from the collision. We attempted to measure direct ions normal to the surface of a 
single foil, but the sensitivity of the ion spectrometer and ion f lu ,  were such that it saturated. Also, the 
dircct ion beams were intense enough that space charge inside the spectromctcr disrupted the beams. 
confusing the traces of constant Z/in,. 

A rhodium counter activation detector15 which had been previously calibrated16 and a more 
sensitive calibrated 10 cm thick by 15 cm diameter fast plastic scintillator coupled to a 13 cm diameter 
photomultiplier tube were used to measure the total D-D neutron yield from CD colliding plasmas. The 
two dctectors agreed within error limits. Attempts were made to make time rcsolvcd time of flight neutron 
measurements to determine the neutron energy distribution but the statistics were too low to make reliable 
mcasurcments. 



On occasion, a third 2w, 500 psec beam of 520 J and variable delay was used to tangentially 
probe the plasma collision region. An optics system collect the stimulated Brillouin backscattered light 
and analyze the light on a streak camera coupled ~pectrometer'~. 

IMAGING RESULTS 

Fig. 2. GXI image of a Au plasma collision generated with a dual disk target. 

A GXI image of a Au-target generated plasma collision is given in Fig. 2. In this case, a dual 
disk target was used so that the lascr target interaction could also be imaged. The annotations indicate the 
time relative to the laser pulse breakout in picoseconds. Relative timing errors between images on 
different strips are accurate to 30 psec. Absolute timing to the laser pulse is accurate to 80 psec. The 
image has been corrected for the non-linear film response and we have also applied flat-field uniformity 
corrections. The spatial scale is measured at the GXI photocathode and must be reduced by the 
magnification factor of four to translate the scale to the target. 



It can be seen that a stagnation has developed by 370 ps. If we take the time of stagnation as 350 
ps and a distance of 200 pm. the velocity is 5.7 x 10' cdsec ,  and from Eqs. 1-3, Ad = 2 and Ei = 330 
keV. Eq. 4 would then imply that the collision mean free path, h is 2 pm. Profiles of the images indicate 
that the collision region is 40 pm which is the pinhole resolution limit. Data from the ion spectrometer 
indicated that Au ions were scattered into the spectrometer with values of Z between 30 and 50 and with 
Ej = 350 keV. Similar evidence of high energy carbon (10 to 20 keV) and deuterium (2 to 7 keV) was 
obtained. 

Neutron yields confirm the existence of the high energy deuterium ions. Although there was 
approximately 50% variation. yields for dual disk and CD coated tuna cans were 2 to 5 x lo6 neutrons 
consistent with the ion energies measured with the ion spectrometer. Yields from targets where only a 
single laser beam was used gave yields that were a tenth to a half of dual beam shots. 

Figure 3 shows an espanded view of the 560 ps image from Fig. 2. Also shown are images at 510 
ps of TVCr alloy-coated and CDcoated target plasma collisions. Figure 4 is a set of horizontal profiles 
from the images of Fig. 3. The measured horizontal profiles are an average of the central 100 p m  
(referenced at the target) of the image. The Au collision is distinct. Note that there is little emission from 
the disk on the right side of the image because of the 2 mm target disk diameter and the effects of parallax 
on images from the off-center pinholes. The Ti/Cr collision shows material emitting in the region between 
the disks although the collision scale length is on the scale of the disk separation. The CD collision shows 
almost no stagnation and the ions appear to freely interpenetrate. 

Fig. 3. An expanded view of the 500 ps image from Fig. 2. (left), and GXI images at 510 ps of TVCr 
alloy-coated (center) and CD-coated dual disk target (right) plasma collisions. 

Fig. 4. Normalized horizontal profiles from the images of Fig. 3 plotted as solid lines and corresponding 
ISIS calculations plotted as dashed lines. 



Also shown in Fig. 4 are ISIS PIC modeling calculations of the images of the collisions in Fig. 3. 
ISIS predicts collision scales consistent with the images. Details of the calculation can be found in Ref. 
11. The calculations were initiated assuming a 25 p m  slab of plasma at the target surface. The initial 
plasma ionization state and other plasma properties are based on the results of laser-target interaction 
calculations. Lagrangian calculation using Lasnes” predicted an initial Au electron temperature of 4 keV 
and an ionization state of 50. For the ISIS calculations to obtain the correct stagnation lengths and timing, 
an initial value of T, = 2 keV was required. As expected Lasnex predicts that all cases will show an 
2: 100 pm stagnation region between the disks, while the ISIS correctly predicts the interpenetration of the 
CD coated targets. It appears that ISIS also predicts stagnation of the TVCr plasma. Close examination of 
the GXI images shows a faintly enhanced emission in the collision region however, not to the ex3ent that 
ISIS predicts. 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

Because of the difference in T, between the value required by ISIS to get the correct stagnation 
lengths vs. Lasnex laser target interaction calculations, and because of the strong dependence on T, given 
in Eq. 4, several methods were used to measure the value. 

Time Integrated Bremsstrahlung Spectrum 
from Single Au Disk 
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Fig. 5.  Bremsstrahlung spectra from a single Au disk target and best fit to data indicating a I“, = 1.6 keV. 

Results from the high energy spectrograph described above of a single Au disk with the 
spectrometer line of sight parallel to the target surL-ace are given in Fig. 5. The spectra have been corrected 
for the spectrometer response, and the two spectra from the LiF and PET channels are spliced together. 
Also shown is a fit to the spectra assuming a esp(-hvM,) dependence. The best fit to the spectra which 
assumes a value of T, = 1.6 keV is also plotted. Similar results were obtained for Au dual disk targets. 
The best fit value of T, for Au tuna can targets was slightly higher; T, = 2.0 keV, indicating that the 
majority of the plasma temperature in the collision region was still low. The derived values of T, were 



highly repeatable. For TUCr and CD, the corresponding values of T, are 1.2 ? 0.2 keV and 1.4 a0.2 keV 
respectively. Results from the SBS backscatter measurements gave spectral shifts for Au targets which 
were also low; 1.3 keV for Au dual disks and tuna can targets. 

The third type of temperature measurement using isoelectronic spectra has been attempted, but 
only preliminary results have so far been obtained. We attempted to deposit a non-perturbing layer of Ti 
and Cr alloy. In order to guarantee a known ratio of Ti to Cr, so far as mentioned above, the layers have 
been 850 b, thick. Experience should allow us to deposit thinner layers in the future. As ISIS calculations 
have shown, even 200 A perturbs the Au stagnation. The 850 A is essentially infinitely thick and there is 
little effect from the Au. This has been verified by the fact that the spectra show only the faint traces of Au 
M-lines. The use of spatially resolving slits in our initial attempts has yielded only faint spectra in the 
collision region. So far we have only analyzed spectra with large slits and hence spatially integrated. 
Because the current GIS line of sight is offset about 15 degrees in the equatorial plane, the use of the tuna 
cans to define the line of sight requires a repositioning of the apertures to avoid totally obscuring the 
plasma region. Therefore our initial spectral measurements have concentrated on TUCr coated dual disks. 

Fig. 6.  GIS image of TUCr spectra from a dual disk target generated plasma. The esposure times are 
indicated along with the approximate energy range of each spectra. 

We have obtained spatially integrated spectra of the dual-disk TUCr plasmas as shown in Fig. 6.  
The GIS snapshot times are given in the figure. Note that there is a delay from one side of the image to 
the other due to thc finitc propagation timc of the gating pulse across the image. Only thrce of the four 
images from the shot in Fig 6.  yielded good spectra. The energy scale increases from -4.6 keV at the 
right to 6.4 keV at the left of the image. The profile generated by vertically averaging the central 25% of 
the spectra from the lower image (380 ps to 640 ps) is given in Fig. 7. Here we have plotted the energy 
scale from left to right and corrected for relative response across the image and corrected for response 
variation of the spectrorncter versus energy. 



GIS TilCr X-ray Spectra 
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Fig. 7. Spectra from the lower image in Fig. 6 showing the He- and H-like lines of Ti and Cr. 

The H- and He-like lines of Ti and Cr are evident in the spectra. Preliminary modeling of the 
spectra has been done using detailed fine structure atomic models for the Be-like through H-like ion stages 
of both titanium and chromium using the Los Alamos suite of atomic physics  code^'^*^'. The calculations 
included the effects of intermediate coupling and configuration interaction. The level structure 
corresponding to the major configurations were calculated for the Be-like, Li-like, He-like and H-like ion 
stages. 

Oscillator strengths were calculated for all dipole allowed transitions. Plane-Wave-Born collision 
strengths for electron impact excitation were calculated for all possible transitions. The distorted wave 
approximation (DWA) was used to calculate collision strengths for the most important transitions. Thus, 
the current model includes complete collision mixing levels. Detailed level-to-level collisional ionization 
cross sections, photoionization cross sections, and autoionization rates were also calculated. The 
calculated atomic physics data are based consistently on the same set of atomic wave functions and energy 
levels. 

The effects of collisional escitation. collisional dc-escitation. spontaneous radiative decay, 
collisional ionization, three-body recombination, radiative recombination, autoionization. and dielectronic 
recombination were included in the rate equations. The important mechanisms for populating the 
autoionizing levels are direct collisional excitation and dielectronic capture. The level populations were 
obtained from the steady-state or large time solution of the time-dependent rate equations. For this case, 
the problem reduces to the solution of a set of linear equations which depend on the electron temperature 
T, and the electron density ne. The intensities of spectral lines were predicted using the calculated 
populations and spontaneous emission rates described above. Line ratios were obtained by dividing the 



appropriate line intensities. Isoelectronic line ratios are obtained by considering the same transition for 
two different elements with similar atomic numbers. 

The steady-state population distributions were calculated for values of T, between 1 and 10 keV, 
and n, between 10’’ and for both titanium and chromium. The atomic modeling indicated it was 
necessary to include optical depth effects to simulate the observed spectrum. Escape factors were used to 
account for these effects. Calculated line ratios were then generated as well as model spectra to compare 
with the data. The ratio for the Cr He-like resonance 2-1 line to the Ti He-like resonance line was 
observed to have a value of approximately 2. This value corresponds to temperatures above 5 keV for the 
range of densities studied. The best fit to the data were obtained at ne near and for plasma sizes of a 
few hundred microns. The required density and plasma size to match the observed spectra is consistent 
with emission near the target surfaces. The large temperature however is inconsistent with the lower Te 
required in ISIS calculations to match the observed stagnation lengths. 

Temperatures obtained from other line ratios assuming the plasma are also higher (4 to 6 keV ) 
than the temperatures of T, S 2 keV determined from backscatter or the bremsstrahlung spectra. We have 
not yet been able to reconcile this difference. So far, plasma conditions from the various plasma modeling 
codes have not been used to determine the plasma optical thickness although we plan to do this. The finite 
propagation of the gate pulse across the image may weight the later Cr lines. It is also possible that the 
TVCr spectra is dominated by emission from a hot localized area whereas the bremsstrahlung spectra are 
more indicative of the bulk plasma temperature. 

Line widths in the spectrum of Fig. 7 are -6 eV, which is greater than the instrument resolution, 
and consistent with ion temperatures 2.1 keV. The faint, spatially resolved spectra we have so far obtained 
indicate in the region of collision, that the lines appear to be several times broader possibly due to 
broadening from the collision and heating of the high-energy ions during emission. Analysis is undenvay. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments described here are able to produce colliding plasmas with varying degrees of 
stagnation and interpenetration as evidenced by x-ray imaging. The variation of collisionality from 
stagnation to interpenetration provides useful data for comparison with modeling codes. Modeling 
comparisons were demonstrated by the agreement between the PIC code ISIS and both the CD and Au 
plasmas as opposed to a Lagrangian code, Lasnex, which is incapable of predicting the interpenetration in 
the case of the CD plasmas. The degree of collisionality depends strongly on the 2 and T, of the colliding 
species and to a lesser extent on the density. High-energy ions have been observed from the targets as 
predicted from simplistic arguments and modeling with ISIS which have energies consistent with the 
stagnation lengths and times. Determination of T, from x-ray spectroscopic measurements of the 
bremsstrahlung and from backscatter measurements indicate an initial value of T, consistent with that 
required to obtain the correct stagnation lengths for modeling of the plasma with ISIS. 

So far we have been unable to reconcile the high-temperatures indicated from isoelectronic x-ray 
spectral measurements from TVCr coated targets. We plan to continue these measurements with several 
refinements which should improve spatial resolution and our understanding of the source of the 
discrepancy. 
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